
 

The 2019 Cork Autism 

Conference - Autism: No 

Limits, Just Possibilities is 

taking place on Sunday 

September 22nd in the 

Clayton Silver springs Hotel, 

Tivoli, Cork.   

 

We have had a fantastic response so far and are confident it will be sold out.  

 

This year's conference provides a unique forum for parents, families, caregivers, 

autistic adults, employers, educators, professionals, agencies, advocates and 

anyone with an interest in autism. 

 
The Cork Autism Conference 2019 has been independently 

recognised by the CPD Standards Office.  This is the gold standard 

of CPD accreditation and means attending the Cork Autism 

Conference will be able to offer even more benefits to delegates 

and organisations across all professions and sectors when it comes to their 

professional development. 



Why attend this year's Cork Autism Conference? 

✓ Experience Ireland's Largest Autism Event 

✓ Learn Actionable Insights and Wisdom from an autistic person, to best support 

autistic people 

✓ Hear Leading Autism Professionals share Supports, Tools, Interventions and Insights 

to give you the unique opportunity to Advance Your Knowledge in Autism 

✓ Achieve 7 CPD Accredited Hours 

✓ Discover “what works” from recognised professionals in autism to Improve 

Outcomes for Autistic Individuals of all ages 

✓ Gain Approaches to Develop Healthy & Empowering Relationships with Autistic 

People 

✓ Access Practical Resources and Strategies for meeting and exceeding the 

challenges of autism and best empower autistic people 

✓ Obtain an Empowering and Positive Perspective on Autism 

✓ Discover Trusted Specialist Products and Services on Autism including learning 

tools; communication aids; educational products; sensory equipment; advice and 

support services 

✓ Immerse Yourself in the World of our Sensory Room created by a Specialist Autism 

Speech and Language Therapist, designed specifically for Autistic People 

✓ Awaken the Power of Possibility in Responding and Relating to Autistic People 

✓ Meet others Facing the Same Issues and recognise you are certainly Not Alone 

on your Journey 

✓ Have the Opportunity to Clarify Areas of Autism and ask questions that cannot 

be answered by reading a book, website or blogpost 

✓ Network and connect with Friends, Colleagues and Clients 

 

"I loved the Cork Autism Conference because it was practical, very positive and 

there was a great variety of speakers. I learned so much that day, especially 

listening to people who have autism. It has taught me that there is hope. They 

talked about ways around their difficulties.  

 

I learned to listen, to see the world from the person with autism’s perspective and 

that continuity with therapists matters greatly. I have told all the parents I met on HSE 

courses that it is a very intense day but time and money very well spent. It was very 



inspiring and it gave me hope. It was well worth the trek from Dublin and I have 

already booked for this year."   

- Ciara Dwyer, Parent and Sunday Independent Journalist 

  

You can REGISTER and find more info by clicking below:  

www.bookwhen.com/autismcork  

  

* Limited Tickets NOW Available  

 

P.S. Help to guide other parents, carers and professionals by inviting them to this 

year's Cork Autism Conference  

  

 

"Dr. Beardon’s talk was very insightful and I obtained some new skills listening to Julie 

O'Sullivan to help me in working with those I support. Robyn Steward inspired me to 

encourage and support those with autism to improve their self-esteem and be the 

best they can be. I would recommend the Cork Autism Conference to others I work 

with."  

- Rosemarie Dempsey, RT Instructor, Coaction, West Cork 

 

http://ec2-52-26-194-35.us-west-2.compute.amazonaws.com/x/d?c=3910133&l=4649ae57-92f5-497d-aa0a-72dcf3c07708&r=b81e156b-ceff-40e0-932b-87a172808a24
http://ec2-52-26-194-35.us-west-2.compute.amazonaws.com/x/d?c=3910133&l=de2ca5a6-98c6-4482-bc59-ef0cc6f15488&r=b81e156b-ceff-40e0-932b-87a172808a24

